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PIAA and motorsport have been synonymous for decades. This long-standing relationship enables the company
to call on years of real-world experience when designing and developing lighting products that embrace the
very latest in technology.

Designed and manufacturered for racing and rallying, PIAA offers a wide range of high performance
products: from auxiliary lamps for historic applications, to advanced lightweight HID and LED systems for
use at the highest level of motorsport today. No wonder so many of the world’s top teams choose PIAA. 

Our history is our future
Introduced to the UK in 1986, PIAA made its spectacular entry into Britain by supporting the Ford works rally
team in the RAC Rally. Such was the performance of its bulbs and auxiliary lamps other teams quickly took
note and, before long, PIAA became established as the brand of choice in a range of motorsport disciplines.

PIAA’s credibility increased in the ‘90s when it supported a number of front-running competitors and
provided lighting for the Mitsubishi works team, illuminating the way for Tommi Makinen and his record-
breaking four consecutive drivers titles from 1996–1999.  Mitsubishi’s Dakar cross-country team relied on
PIAA and won this most arduous of endurance events no less than 10 times using PIAA systems.  

Other manufacturer-linked rally teams that have used PIAA products include: Subaru, Ford, Skoda, Suzuki,
Citroen, Hyundai and Toyota, whilst on the circuits PIAA has enjoyed success with Honda, Lexus and Nissan.

PIAA has also made its mark with Historic rallying, its traditional style auxiliary lamps becoming a big hit
with competitors in this increasingly popular sector of motorsport. 

It will therefore come as no surprise that most of PIAA’s technical development and field testing has been
carried out in competition - a factor that has enabled it to produce an outstanding range of automotive lighting
for everyday (and every night) use in a wide range of vehicles across a variety of applications.

This catalogue showcases a range of high performance products that have been specifically designed and
manufactured for use in motorsport. Many are also suitable for use in non-competitive applications. Further
details covering the full-range of PIAA products are available online or by contacting your local PIAA dealer.
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HALOGEN LAMPS AND LENSES
PIAA’s auxiliary lamps and lenses set the benchmark for motorsport lighting. Extensively used for
rallying, endurance racing and off road applications, all products are designed with performance
and functionality as the number-one priority. Manufactured from top-quality, durable and lightweight
materials, PIAA’s 80 Series range combines traditional design with the use of modern technology
to deliver outstanding performance and dependability; factors that are vital in competition. 

PIAA’s 80 Series range features three styles: 80, 80XT and 80 Evo. The 80 is available as a drive,
spot and fog lamp, whilst the 80XT and 80 EVO come in drive configuration only. The EVO utilises
SMR technology - a clear lens and contoured, multi-surface reflector that projects a clear, and
unrestricted beam. Available in drive pattern only. 

The use of an H4 bulb in the 80 and 80 Evo lamps allows a dipped beam facility, whilst the XT’s
slim-line design and H3 bulb fitment allows for installations where space is at a premium.  Each
model in the 80 Series range is available as a stand-alone lamp for traditional fitting or alternatively,
as a lens only for mounting into a pod or as part of a bespoke lighting system.  

Lamps and lenses are supplied with high performance bulbs and tough plastic covers. Halogen bulbs
can be replaced with PIAA HID and LED units, depending on application. See back page for details
of fitting kits and pod systems.
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80 Lamps
• Powder-coated steel shell
• Dim/dip facility
• Toughened glass lens
• Drive, spot and fog beam patterns
• H4 - 135/90 watt bulb

Beam Bulb      Part No.  Pack
Lamps Drive H4          PR801WE Single

Fog H4          PR802WE Single
Spot H4          PR803WE Single

Wiring harness        LR25E Single
Lens cover PA80CWE Single

Dimensions: Overall ø: 198mm / Depth (inc. bulb): 135mm
Weight: Lamp: 2.1kg / Lens: 1.2kg

80 XT Lamps and Lenses
• Ultra-slim, die-cast aluminum lamp casing
• Toughened glass lens
• Drive pattern only
• H3 - 120 watt bulb
• Kits include two lamps, wiring & switch

Beam Bulb      Part No.  Pack
Lamps Drive H3          PF661E Single

Drive H3          PK661E Pair (Kit)
Lenses Drive H3          PA8101WE Single
(Pro Works) Fog H3          PA8102WE Single

Spot H3          PA8103WE Single
Lens cover PA115E Single
Dimensions: Lamps: Overall  ø: 169mm / Depth: 80mm

Lenses: Diameter: 153mm  (with mounting ring: 
158mm) / Depth (inc. bulb): 51mm

Weight: Lamp:1.0kg / Lens: 0.5kg

80 Evo Lamps and Lenses
• Powder coated steel shell
• Traditional styling
• Dim/dip facility
• High-power output
• Drive pattern, multi-surface reflector
• 100% clear lens
• H4, 60/55 watt bulb (equivalent to 110/100 watt output)
• Inclusive W5W park/side-light bulb

Beam Bulb      Part No.  Pack
Lamp Drive H4           PR806WE   Single
Lens Drive    H4           PA806WE  Single
Wiring harness        PHS2FPE     Single
Lens mounting kit PMTG555   Single
Lens cover PA80CWE Single

Dimensions: Lamps: Overall  ø: 198mm / Depth: 135mm
Lenses: Diameter: 180mm (with mounting ring: 
205mm) / Depth (inc. bulb): 120mm

Weight: Lamp: 2.1kg / Lens: 1.2kg
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HALOGEN LAMPS & LENSES

Replacement Platinum Competition Halogen H4 bulb H4: H-600



The quality, colour and penetration characteristics of HID (High Intensity Discharge) systems have
seen them become the number one choice for high performance applications over the past decade.  

Tested and developed in motorsport, PIAA’s HID technology has created some of the most powerful
auxiliary lighting systems in the world. Drawing just 35 watts of power, the PIAA system generates

a pure white beam of light equivalent of up to 200 watts. Coupled to lightweight and durable ballast
units, PIAA HID systems weigh less than any other on the market. 

Representing the ultimate in quality and performance - without compromise – it’s no wonder they’re
used by so many leading teams and drivers who insist on PIAA.

PIAA
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WRC 130 Race Lens
• 35 watt draw - 200 watt HID output
• Drive and fog pattern multi-surface reflector
• Tough 100% clear polycarbonate lens
• Elliptical projector light produces razor 
• sharp horizontal cut-off beam pattern
• Lens ring includes mounting lugs
• Lightweight ballast kit serves two lenses

Beam Part No. Pack
Lens Wide X0901 Single

Fog X0902 Single
Ballast kit HH145G Pair

Dimensions: Lens ø: 130mm / Depth: 90mm  
Weight: Lens: 0.7kg / Ballast kit: 1kg

WRC 160 Race Lens
• 35 watt draw - 200 watt HID output
• Drive, spot & fog-pattern multi-surface reflector
• Tough 100% clear polycarbonate lens
• Elliptical projector light produces razor sharp 

horizontal cut-off beam pattern
• Lens ring includes mounting lugs
• Lightweight ballast kit serves two lenses

Beam Part No. Pack
Lens Pin Spot X0903 Single

Long X0904 Single
Wide X0905 Single

Ballast kit HH145G Pair

Dimensions: Lens ø: 160mm / Depth: 90mm  
Weight: Lens: 0.8kg / Ballast kit: 1kg

WRC 180 HID
• 35 watt draw - 200 watt HID output
• Drive pattern multi-surface reflector
• Tough 100% clear polycarbonate lens
• Elliptical projector light produces razor 
• sharp horizontal cut-off beam pattern
• Supplied as a single lens with lightweight ballast unit

Beam Part No. Pack
Lens Long XO818     Single

Wide XO819 Single
Fog XO820 Single

Lens fitting kit PMTG666 Single
Ballast kit HH145G Pair

Dimensions: Lens ø: 180mm / Depth: 180mm  
Weight: Lens: 1.2kg / Ballast unit: 1kg

Optional 3-stage ballast switch: used in conjunction with
ballast kit HH145G, enables driver to switch between 25, 35
and 45 watt power settings.
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Replacement HID bulb for WRC range: H44

HID LAMPS & LENSES
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3” Cube Lamps (4 LEDs)
Beam Part No.
Flood 26-03603   
Spot 26-06603
Pack Kit inc. 2 lamps, harness, 

mountings & switch
Power draw: 12w 
Power output: 1280 lumens per lamp
Dimensions: W:82mm / H:75mm / D:80mm  
Weight: 7kg (2 lamps)

12” Bar Lamps (24 LEDs)
Beam Part No.
Combo 26-06112 (12 spot/8 flood LEDs)
Spot 26-06612
Pack Kit inc. 1 lamp, harness, 

mountings & switch
Power draw: 72w 
Power output: 6480 lumens
Dimensions: W:358mm / H:79mm/D:87mm
Weight: 7kg

20” Bar Lamps (40 LEDs)
Beam Part No.
Combo 26-06120 (32 spot/8 flood LEDs)
Spot 26-06620
Pack Kit inc. 1 lamp, harness, 

mountings & switch
Power draw: 120w
Power output: 10800 lumens
Dimensions: W:563mm / H:79mm / D:87mm  
Weight: 10.5kg

30” Bar Lamps (60 LEDs)
Beam Part No.
Combo 26-06130 (52 spot/8 flood LEDs)
Spot 26-06630
Pack Kit inc. 1 lamp, harness, 

mountings & switch
 Power draw: 180w 
Power output: 16200 lumens
Dimensions: W:818mm / H:79mm / D:87mm  
Weight: 14kg

In the quest to find ways of using smaller amounts of power to generate the same or greater levels of
output, the development of LEDs has moved forward dramatically in recent times. With a corporate
philosophy for constant innovation and the implementation of cutting edge of technology, PIAA is proud
to be an industry leader in the use of LEDs for motorsport applications.

PIAA’s Quad Series LED light bars utilise the very latest in LED know-how, coupled with a series of
features that further increase the performance of these durable and contemporary units. PIAA’s
Quad optics incorporate an increased reflector surface that projects a symmetrical and intense
beam pattern over extreme distances, whilst providing excellent foreground coverage too. The lamps
generate greater output per-watt than any other LED lamp on the market, whilst maintaining the
low-power draw advantages over traditional halogen and LED systems.

The Quad Series’ modular casing is constructed using tough yet lightweight aluminum with an
armour surface coating. This creates an exceptionally strong and durable lamp-bar system that is
sealed to resist dust and water ingress. The lenses feature Xtra clear technology and optical grade
clarity with UV fade resistance. Such is the build quality, each lamp boasts a 50,000-hour lifespan
and a two year warranty.

3” cube lamps are available in separate Spot and Flood beam patterns, with bars available in 12”,
20” and 30” units comprising combined Spot and Flood configurations. Their modular design allows
the units to be combined and linked together which makes them highly effective for 4x4, off road
and cross-country raid applications.

PIAA LED LAMPS
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Another innovation in low-draw, high-output automotive lighting is PIAA’s range of LED bulbs.
Designed to directly replace traditional halogen bulbs, each product is packed with technology and
precision engineered using top quality materials. All produce a sharp cut-line with minimal glare
and feature an integral cooling fan to minimise thermal degradation - an issue often associated
with high intensity LEDs that are used for prolonged periods.

Using over 60% less energy than that of traditional halogen bulbs, the low-power draw
characteristic of LEDs makes them ideal for hybrid and electric vehicles. They are available as a
single element unit or with a twin element option for dim/dip headlamps and therefore directly
replace H4 bulb applications in both lamps and lenses. PIAA also produce LEDs with a yellow tint
option for use in fog or poor visibility conditions.

LED twin-chip headlamp bulb
Part No. (previous no.)  Replaces    Pack
LEH120E (LEH100E)      H4 2 LED bulbs & controller
Features high/low beam function
Power draw: 23/23w
Power output: High beam: 3600lm / low beam: 2600lm 

(from 2 bulbs)

LED single-chip headlamp bulb
Part No. (previous no.) Replaces Pack
LEH121E (LEH101E)      HB3/HB4 2 LED bulbs & controller
LEH122E (LEH102E)      H8/H9/H11/H16 2 LED bulbs & controller
LEH123E H7 2 LED bulbs & controller
Power draw: 25w
Power output: 3700lm (from 2 bulbs)

LED fog bulb
Part No. (previous no.) Replaces          Pack
LEF101E HB4 2 LED bulbs & controller
LEF402E (LEF102E /102YE)* H8/H9/H11/H16 2 LED bulbs & controller
*white/yellow option
Power draw: 16w
Power output: 2400lm (from 2 bulbs)

NB: Additional canceller required 
for cars with CANBus systems.

LED BULBS
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SPORTS HORN

Built to the same exacting standards as its lighting
range, PIAA’s new 115db high-power horn
complies with MSA regulations.

• Supplied as a kit with two-horn units and 
mounting bracket

• Weather resistant casing & dirt deflector
• Compact and lightweight design

Type Part No.        
Dual-tone 400Hz/500Hz       HO2E          
Dual-tone 500Hz/600Hz       HO8E

BULBS

At the heart of every PIAA lamp or lighting system
is the bulb. Calling on decades of experience and
breakthroughs in the latest technology, PIAA
produces a range of bulbs that perform like no
other. Utilising industry standard fittings, PIAA
bulbs can be used to enhance and upgrade existing
lighting systems.

Platinum competition
(Halogen)
Developed for competition use, the Platinum
Competition range achieves light emissions that
represent colours close to that of natural sunlight
at levels far in excess of their power rating.

Type Part no. Draw    Output Pack
H1 H-103E 55w 100w Single
H3 H-479E 55w 110w Single
H4 H-88E 60/55w 130/120w Single
H4 H-89E 80/8w 150/150w Single
H7* HE-903 55w 110w Single
H4 H-600 60/80w 140/165w Pair
(warm white)
NB: Bulbs are not e-marked and for off road use only.
*H7 bulb is from PIAA Hyper Arros range.

LAMP PODS

Designed and manufactured in the UK, PIAA lamp
pod systems provide the ultimate installation for
competition lighting. All pods are constructed using
sturdy, lightweight fibreglass, with selected models
available in carbon fibre (on request). 

Pods are individually designed for each
application to ensure a secure and highly efficient
method of multi-lens mounting. Kits are supplied
without lens units and mounting kits. This allows
competitors to choose the lighting that suits them
best: Halogen, HID or LED.

Corner pods, mounting kits and wiring looms are
available on request. 

WIPERS

PIAA’s Super Silicone range of wipers are
manufactured from high specification Silicone
Rubber. This unique feature provides a level of
performance that far exceeds that of any other
wiper - which is why they are used by many World
Rally Championship teams. 

Having undergone rigorous tests in a variety of
temperatures and conditions, PIAA has proved that
its new wipers provide a number of distinct
advantages. After only a few minutes of operation,
the wipers coat the screen with a minute and
invisible layer of silicone. This causes the rain to
‘bead’. Subsequently the droplets maintain a
smaller surface area, resulting in a clearer screen
and improved visibility. It also means that water
and mud are cleared more easily, plus the wipers
do not mark the screen if used when dry.

• Developed in competition
• Super-efficient operation
• Effectively disperse water and spray
• Sturdy, steel blade carrier
• Out perform all other makes of wipers
• Screen stays clearer for longer
• Sporza version with aero-spoiler for 

increased down-force
• Curved-screen range available

Sizes range from 12 - 28”, with applications to suit
most vehicles. For full listings, please visit the PIAA
UK website.



For further information on the full range of  PIAA products and to find your nearest dealer:

Tel: +44 (0) 1934 818430 | Email: sales@piaa.co.uk
www.piaa.co.uk
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